
Full dissolution of attachment    

Phoenix rebirth experiences    

Completely instinctual responses    

Insights and feelings that come from a stripped-back perspective    

Integrating the harmony of life's natural changes    

Deep respect for all life & the wisdoms that guide us    

Being held by loving, creative forces that are larger than you    

Looking truthfully into your own eyes - the Self as Mirror    

Raw transformational power    

Reliance on deep inner resources    

Questing for hope   

 In touch with the infinite and all possibilities    

Making amends in all relational aspects of your life    

Re-establishing connection with Source    

Trust in the process    

Communion with Ancestors

Boundaries
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I AM ETERNAL SOULDark Moon affirmation:



Moon of Death&Rebirth

DARK MOON

Lunar-Psyche

The Moon of Death&Rebirth is a time to take charge of destiny by standing in our

centers as we experience the flows of life THROUGH the body - feeling the mind and

emotions moving in channels of change within the container of our beings.. we are

therefore able to transform with a higher degree of effortless. 

 

First, life may be one way.. then through the movement of change, it becomes different.

The unique quality of transformation found within the deepest dark is that it reveals

pathways of wisdom within - the nourishing Dark Womb is not an amorphous,

indistinct landscape, rather she holds the journeyways of becoming that direct where

and how life weaves the pattern of being.

 

Flow is an aspect of life that becomes more pleasurable the more that we honor and

work with it (think surfing, bodyboarding, drinking clear pure spring water, a warm

scented bath, the joy of fresh rain on a thirsty Earth etc). The very thing that you may

need at this time is certainly available to you, but it can only be made accessible to you

by engaging with Flow. Allowing life to bring all to you in perfect timing, and with the

heartiness of true Soul nourishment - that is what the Darkness offers.

 

At the Dark Moon we are more aware of power dynamics both within ourselves and in

our lives. In the Moon of Death&Rebirth we tend to reassess how we are spending and

using the currencies of power as the intricacies of relationships are a source of much

natural power. We become particularly acutely aware of power in our most intimate

relationships: Who can we rely upon? Whom to trust? What is the absolute best option

I can choose for myself right now?

 

Learning to hear the questions that inevitably arise for us within the deepest Dark is a

strength-building exercise in itself - the strength to live fully into & through Yin

processes and not erase large parts of ourselves with insensitivity - this is a talent

indeed. So we must learn to enjoy pleasure as well as use our powers for Death&Rebirth

wisely and in measured ways.
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DARK MOON

Ritual Life:  Rituals have become innate to our understandings of Self and the Cosmos,

and are often the most authentic means we have of expressing Soulful experiences.

Ritual changes us internally in the very fabric of our beings, as well as in relationship

with the Earth changes we create by working directly with the elementals. In the

Darkest Yin time of the cycle, at Dark Moon, we are most able to lay the etheric

foundations of what we wish to create, and to use ritual to do so.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Constant change is a known aspect of life, but true transformation can be elusive and is

NOT to be taken for granted. Yes, we can be pulled and pushed by the hands of the

fates, but true transformation asks us to be consciously aware and engaged with what

we are going through. This awareness may come before, during or even after the actual

experience itself. What is important is that we acknowledge what is transforming, and

trust the necessary changes in our energy fields to to occur so we may accommodate

new states of being. And the power to direct this transformation progress comes very

strongly through the Dark Moon gateway.
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DARK MOON

We must be discerning of what is healthy and what is not feeling right within us.

"Ritual Time" is generous to us in this regard - we are able to move forwards and

backwards as needed to amend problems and sew up holes in the most intimate layers

of our reality, weeding and tending to our Soul gardens. This is an aspect of Earthly

spirituality that the Lunar-Psyche supports us in carrying out most effectively.

 

Women are holders of both Time and substance. The dynamic created between these 2

weaves patterns of undeniable meaning - She is reality-weaving through her

movements, her breath, the subtle senses of her body and the ways she touches the

world - in reality & metaphysically. Our relationships with the world take on

increasingly more subtle forms with the greater mastery we have of our feminine being

and personal energy fields.

 

The more we explore the senses and our extra-sensory abilities, the more finely-tuned

our life experiences become as a result. Our minds, and the internal matrix of the

Lunar-Psyche, act like tuning forks for what our Souls are calling out to experience, and

so tending to this inner-world of psychic landscapes becomes essential for steady,

measured and satisfying growth. The Dark Moon phase helps re-tune our lives to what

matters most to us within the fullness of the woman we see in the Darkness.
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